
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  
 

Stamp Mimi design from “I heart you” stamp set onto watercolor paper and color the image using distress markers as follows: Face (vintage photo, tattered 

rose); Hair (antique linen, vintage photo); Heart shape (spun sugar, worn lipstick); Mimi’s clothes and bow (antique linen, tumble glass, peeled paint,  worn 

lipstick); Mimi’s bag (vintage photo, gathered twigs), Silhouette (peacock feather). 

Create a 5.5” x 5.5” white card base and layer a 5.375” x 5.375” yellow pattern paper (distressed along all edges). 

Layer a 5.375” x 4.5” blue pattern paper (distressed along all edges), 0.3” from the left side of the yellow pattern paper add a string of white pearl lace along the 

right edge. 

Cut a 5.375” x 3” pink pattern paper (distressed along all edges) and adhere a strip of floral lace on the right (long edge) of the pink paper. Layer this piece with 

the non-laced long edge 0.4” from the left edge of the blue pattern paper 

Glue a piece of gauze (5.5” x 3”) diagonally across the pink layer (from top left to bottom right). Add 2 doilies over the gauze (top left and bottom right), leaving 

part of the gauze visible.   

Layer a 5.375” x 1.5” yellow pattern paper (distressed along all edges), 0.5” from the left edge of the pink pattern paper. 

Die cut the colored image using the largest dies from the “tabs & toggles” die set and stamp the sentiments from “snippets” stamp set around the image. Die cut 

another piece with the same die, using a yellow pattern paper and distress both die cuts. 

Layer the yellow die cut onto the card at a slight angle towards the left, followed by the die cut image (flushed at the bottom left corner) aligned vertically. 

Cluster some mulberry flowers, leaves, charm and jute twine along the top right and bottom left corner of the image, followed by some star buttons along the 

other 2 corners.  

Die cut 2 small butterflies using “flights of fancy” die set and stick them near the main image.  

Apply some white acrylic paint randomly over the card and finish off with some clear sequins. 

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

 

Penny Black Products Used:  30-272 I Heart You, 

30-283 Snippets, 51-051 Tabs &Toggles, 51-132 

Flights of Fancy, 80-008 Gentle Whisper  

Additional Products: 300gsm Watercolor Paper, 

Versafine Onyx Black Ink, Tim Holtz Distress Markers, White 

Gel Pens, Floral Lace, Glossy Accents, Doilies, Ranger 

Distress Edger, Gauze, Pearl String, Foam Tapes, Clear 

Sequins, Mulberry Flowers, Metal Charms, Jute Twine, Star 

Shape Buttons, White Acrylic Paint 

 

 

 

 

 


